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A HISTORY OF WALES, 1485-1660
Hugh Thomas
". . . provides a sound survey not only of the
political and religious history of the period, but
also of its cultural, social and economic aspects
. . ." (Welsh History Review)

1979 (rpt), 246, pp., index
ISBN 0-7083-0466-4 cloth $10.50

HISTORY OF WALES, 1660-1815
E.D. Evans

"... not only has [Evans] produced a mine of information but also a very readable
book . . ." (Anglo-Welsh Review)

1979 (rpt), 276 pp., index
ISBN 0-7083-0624-1 cloth $10.50

FIELDS OF PRAISE
David Smith and Gareth Williams

The prize-winning official history of the Welsh Rugby Union 1881-1981. ". . . sets
rugby in Wales against its historical background. It is viewed as an essential facet of
an evolving society caught up in economic upheaval, demographic change and
cultural transformation . . ." (Times Literary Supplement)

" . . . a minor masterpiece . . ." (Spectator)

".. .this wonderful book, as brilliant and funny asocial history as it is incomparably
the best book written about the game . ." (Punch)

1980, 505 pp. and 32 illus., index
ISBN 0-7083-0766-3 cloth $27.25

WALES IN BRITISH POLITICS, 1868-1922
Kenneth O. Morgan

Morgan illustrates the nature and the limitations of political nationalism that arose
in Wales in the last century, and investigates its impact upon Welsh politics and
society.

".. .a book of high quality, shrewd and frank, but above all thorough and just... He
has handled the most explosive material known to historians, modern nationalism
. . ." (The Economist)

". . . this work of sustained and impeccable scholarship, agreeably written and
informed by shrewd insight.. ." (The Listener)

1980 (3rd edition), 360 pp., index
ISBN 0-7083-0743-4 cloth $19.00

We are now the U.S. distributors for the University of Wales Press. Please write for
our complete catalog.
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Voices and Echoes
Tales from
Colonial Women
Joan Alexander
This Is a witty and frank look at the
lives of the women who were part of
Britain's Colonial Service from 1900
onward. Serving the Crown in such
colonies as India, South Africa, Egypt,
and Hong Kong, these women endured
great hardships while working for
virtually no pay, yet they managed to
triumph In the most daunting cir-
cumstances and to improve the lot of
women in the countries in which they
lived.

Quartet Books $19.95/cloth

The Changing
Scenes of Life
An Autobiography
Sir John Glubb

The Changing Scenes of Life is the
long-awaited autobiography of one of
Britain's most eminent military and
political figures, Lieutenant-General
Sir John Glubb. He describes In detail
his service in the First World War in
France and Belgium, his joining the
Arab Legion in 1930, his commanding
of it from 1938 until 1956, and his
subsequent lecture tour of the United
States.

Quartet Books S24.95/cloth
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The Oxford Illustrated
History of Britain
Edited by KENNETH O. MORGAN

"Without doubt, this will serve as the standard
one-volume History of Britain for the rest of this
century/'—The London Times

This oversized, beautifully illustrated
volume tells the story of Britain and

her peoples over two thousand years,
from the coming of the Roman legions
to the present day. Encompassing
political, social, economic, and cultural
developments throughout the British
Isles, the dramatic narrative is taken up
by ten leading historians who offer the
fruits of the best modern scholarship to
the general reader in authoritative
form, illuminating their text with care-
fully chosen pictures and maps.

A vivid, sometimes surprising pic-
ture emerges of continuous turmoil and
change in every period of Britain's his-

tory, and throughout the book the
wider social context of economic and
political tension is made clear. But con-
sensus as well as conflict is a part of the
story, and the authors, in focusing on
elements of continuity down through
the centuries, bring out the special
awareness of nationality and patriotism
that has always been such a distinctive
feature of British society. By relating
both of these factors in the British
experience, and by exploring the many
ways in which Britain has shaped and
been shaped by contact with Europe
and the wider world, this comprehen-
sive book brings the modern reader
face to face with the past and thus the
foundations of modern British society.

Kenneth O. Morgan is a Fellow of
The Queen's College, Oxford, and
author, most recently, of Rebirtli of a
Nation: Wales 1880-1981.
$30.00, 530 pp., 24 color plates, 250 halftones,
18 maps, 71/4 x 10

at better bookstores or to order direct send your check to:

Oxford University Press
Box 900, 200 Madison Avenue, New York NY 10016
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=ALLEN & UNWIN=
THE AMBASSADORS

Alan W. Bellringer
Unwin Critical Library

Dr. Bellringer combines a personal interpretation of the content of Henry
James' THE AMBASSADORS with a detailed examination of its
biographical, historical, aesthetic and critical contexts. The result is an
essential reference work and an unprecedented concentration of scholar-
ship on any single James text. Cloth-$24.5O 0-04-800026-4 208pp.
1984

POPE'S ESSAY ON MAN
A.D. Nuttall

Unwin Critical Library
Although he never loses sight of the fact that it is a work of poetry, A.D.
Nuttall has written a thorough treatment of Pope's Essay on Man as
a philosophical poem. His study takes us through Pope's early life and
poetic development, then through the Essay in close detail, and ends
with the critical reception of the poem. Cloth-$24.50 0-04-80001 7-5
220pp. 1984

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION IN BRITAIN
J.R. Greenwood and D. J. Wilson

"This is a thoroughly balanced, up-to-date textbook on public ad-
ministration in Britain which, though modest in length, is remarkably
comprehensive." Richard A. Chapman, University of Durham.
Paper-$10.95 0-04-352110-X Cloth-$28.50 0-04-352109-6
248pp. 1984

THE POST OFFICE WORKERS:
A Trade Union and Social History

Alan Clinton
A chronicle of the development of trade union organization in the British
Post Office, this book also presents a history of the continued public
debate on the structure of one of the major institutions in Great Britain.
Cloth-$50.00 0-04-331086-9 704pp., illus. 1984

MANIPULATING THE MACHINE
Changing the Pattern of Ministerial

Departments, 1960-83
Christopher PoUitt

Christopher Pollitt goes behind the closed doors of Whitehall to explain
how a small bureaucratic elite has maintained its control of Britain's
central government through a continuous rearranging of its organiza-
tional structure. Cloth-$28.50 0-04-351064-7 296pp. 1984

2O% discount on prepaid orders (check, MC/VISA)
Fifty Cross Street

Winchester, MA 01890
Toll Free: 800-547-8889
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Change in the Village
George Sturt
As an acute, sympathetic, and unsentimental analysis of the ways and thoughts
of village men and women, this book, first published in 1912, has few equals. It
remains valuable today, since the consequences of the changes that the author
describes are still at work in many country villages all over Great Britain.
206 pages paper, $7.50 July 1984

The Life and Opinions of Robert Roberts
Robert Roberts
The autobiography of Robert Roberts, born and brought up in mid-Wales in
the 1830s, is a neglected minor masterpiece of cultural history. The book cap-
tures for posterity the traditional way of life in rural Wales before its "Angli-
cization" in the nineteenth century.
500 pages cloth, $24.50 August 1984

paper, $12.75

When I Was a Child
Charles Shaw
Shaw's account of his childhood experiences in the Potteries district of England
in the 1830s and 40s was used extensively and without acknowledgement by
Arnold Bennett for his novel, Clayhanger. First published in 1903, the book
describes the life of a child worker with eloquence and sensitivity.
"Extraordinary autobiography . . . an unjustly neglected masterpiece."— Times
Literary Supplement
256 pages paper, $7.50 1983

The Costume of Yorkshire
George Walker
Although virtually unknown in its own right because of its unavailability, this
book has become famous through the use of its color plates in a number of works
on economic and social history. This facsimile reprint of the original 1814
edition contains forty color illustrations, each depicting an aspect of Yorkshire
life in 1814, accompanied by explanatory text.
100 pages cloth, $24.50 1978

paper, $12.75 1984

Caliban Books
51 Washington Street, Dover, New Hampshire 03820

Call toll-free 1-800-343-9444 for Visa and MasterCard orders.
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